We give a short and elementary proof of the 2 decoupling inequality for the moment curve in R k , using a bilinear approach inspired by the nested efficient congruencing argument of Wooley [Woo19].
Introduction
The sharp 2 decoupling inequality for the moment curve, proved by Bourgain, Demeter, and Guth [BDG16] , implies Vinogradov's mean value theorem with the optimal exponents. The optimal exponents in Vinogradov's mean value theorem have also been obtained by Wooley [Woo19] , using a nested efficient congruencing argument. Efficient congruencing is a method of counting the number of solutions to Diophantine systems, and counting arguments do not usually imply decoupling inequalities. Nevertheless, in this article, we borrow insights from [Woo19] (see also Heath-Brown [Hea15] ), to give a short proof of the 2 decoupling inequality for the moment curve, namely Theorem 1.2 below. Let k P N and Γ : r0, 1s Ñ R k be the moment curve in R k , parametrized by Γpξq :" pξ, ξ 2 , . . . , ξ k q.
For δ ą 0, let Ppδq denote the partition of the interval r0, 1s into dyadic intervals with length 2 rlog 2 δ´1s . For a dyadic interval J, let U J be the parallelepiped of dimensions |J| 1ˆ| J| 2| J| k whose center is Γpc J q and sides are parallel to B 1 Γpc J q, B 2 Γpc J q, . . . , B k Γpc J q, where c J is the center of J. We write p k :" kpk`1q for the critical exponent, and ¨ p :" ¨ L p pR k q . Definition 1.1. For δ P p0, 1q, the 2 L p k decoupling constant D k pδq for the moment curve in R k is the smallest number for which the inequality Theorem 1.2 ( [BDG16] ). For every k P N and every ą 0, there exists a finite constant C k, such that (1.2) D k pδq ď C k, δ´ , for every δ P p0, 1q.
It is now well-known that Theorem 1.2 implies the following Vinogradov's mean value estimates (see [BDG16, Section 4] for a proof): [Woo19] ). Let k ě 1 and s ě 1. Then, for every ą 0 and every N ě 1, we have
Here eptq :" expp2πitq is the unit character.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 in [BDG16] uses a multilinear variant of the decoupling inequality, whose proof relies crucially on (multilinear) Kakeya-Brascamp-Lieb type inequalities. On the contrary, we will use a bilinear variant of the decoupling inequality. In our proof, the transversality that was captured in [BDG16] by Kakeya-Brascamp-Lieb type inequalities is instead exploited via introducing certain asymmetric bilinear decoupling constants. Such bilinear decoupling constants are carefully designed to facilitate an efficient way of induction on the dimension k. In fact, an averaging argument involving Fubini's theorem allows us to apply very neatly the uncertainty principle, and gain access to lower degree decoupling. To sum up, instead of using Kakeya-Brascamp-Lieb type estimates, we will rely only on lower degree decoupling and Hölder inequalities in the induction step.
A related bilinear argument has been developed by Wooley in the context of Vinogradov mean value estimates; see [Woo19] and references therein. In the context of decoupling inequalities, the bilinear approach was previously implemented for the parabola (case k " 2 of Theorem 1.2) in [Li18] and the cubic moment curve in [GLY19] . Note, however, that the decoupling theorem proved in [GLY19] is weaker than the k " 3 case of Theorem 1.2; it follows from Theorem 1.2 by estimating the 2 sum on the right-hand side of (1.1) by an 4 sum times δ´1 {4 . Moreover, the method in [GLY19] does not seem to work for degree k ě 4. The reason is exactly the same as why the arguments in [Hea15] and [Woo16] do not generalize to the cases k ě 4, which was explained at the end of Section 3 of [Hea15] . In short, if one follows the approach of [Hea15] and [Woo16] in the case k ě 4, then "singular" solutions to the Vinogradov system will start dominating and prevent an optimal estimate on the number of solutions.
Notation. For a sequence of real numbers pA θ q θPΘ , we write 2 θPΘ A θ :"`ř θPΘ |A θ | 2˘1{2 . For C ą 0 and a parallelepiped U, we will denote by CU the parallelepiped similar to U, with the same center but C times the side lengths. For a dyadic interval I, we let PpI, δq be the partition of I into dyadic intervals with length 2 rlog 2 δ´1s . If δ P p0, 1q, I is a dyadic interval of length ě δ, and a family of functions pf J q has been chosen so that supp x f J Ď U J for every J P PpI, δq, then we will write f I :"
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Passage from linear to bilinear decoupling
The main reason allowing for the proof of decoupling inequalities in [BD15] is that they can be reduced to multilinear inequalities by an argument introduced in Bourgain-Guth [BG11] . Since the moment curve is one-dimensional, and we are able to treat bilinear, rather than multilinear, inequalities, we managed to use a simpler argument based on a Whitney decomposition of the square r0, 1s 2 around the diagonal.
Definition 2.1. For δ P p0, 1{4q, the symmetric bilinear decoupling constant Bpδq for the moment curve Γ in R k is the smallest constant such that, for any pair of intervals I, I 1 P Pp1{4q with distpI, I 1 q ě 1{4 and any tuple of functions pf J q JPPpI,δqYPpI 1 ,δq with supp x f J Ď U J for all J, the following inequality holds:
The proof of this lemma relies on affine rescaling, an idea that already underpinned the arguments in [BG11] , [BD15] , and [BDG16] . The idea is based on the observation that for any interval I " ra, a`κs, the affine map A I : R k Ñ R k , defined by
maps Γpr0, 1sq bijectively onto ΓpIq, where Λ κ and L a are linear maps given by Λ κ η " pκ 1 η 1 , . . . , κ k η k q and L a η "
Indeed, A I was defined so that A I Γptq " Γpa`tκq for all t, and hence
It follows that if I, J are dyadic intervals with J Ď I Ď r0, 1s, then
Lemma 2.3 (Affine rescaling). Let I P Pp2´nq for some integer n ě 0. For any δ P p0, 2´nq and any tuple of functions pf J q JPPpI,δq with supp x f J Ď U J for all J, the following inequality holds:
Similarly, let I, I 1 P Pp2´nq for some integer n ě 2 with 2 n distpI, I 1 q P t1, 2u. For any δ P p0, 2´nq and any tuple of functions pf J q JPPpI,δqYPpI 1 ,δq with supp x f J Ď U J for all J, the following inequality holds:
Proof. To prove (2.3), suppose that I " ra, a`2´ns. For K P Pp2 n δq, let
is the generalized dilation given by D L f pxq :" pdet Lqf pLxq for any linear map L on R k , and K I :" a`2´nK. It follows that x g K " y f K I˝A I , and hence
Applying (1.1) to pg K q in place of pf J q, and changing variables on both sides, we obtain (2.3). A similar argument proves (2.4), which we omit.
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Suppose that δ " 2´N . Set W 1 :" H. For integers n ě 2, define iteratively
) .
These are the squares of scale 2´n in the Whitney decomposition of the unit square around the diagonal. Let also Ă W n :" tpI 1 , I 2 q P Pp2´nq | distpI 1 , I 2 q " 0u be the squares of scale 2´n that touch the diagonal. For N ě 2, let
so that the squares I 1ˆI2 with pI 1 , I 2 q P W N form an essentially disjoint (up to boundaries) covering of r0, 1s 2 . Let pf J q JPPpδq be as in Definition 1.1 for D k pδq.
Then
(2.5)
We estimate the first term by
since each I appears at most 6 times in the pairs Ă W N . In the second term, by affine rescaling (2.4), for every pI, I 1 q P W n , we have
Since each I P Pp2´nq appears at most 8 times in W n , it follows that ÿ pI,I 1 qPWn
Inserting these bounds in (2.5), we obtain the desired estimate.
Lower degree decoupling
In this section, we first introduce k new asymmetric bilinear decoupling constants for the moment curve in R k , and relate them to the symmetric ones in Section 2 (Lemma 3.4). We then show how these new asymmetric bilinear constants can be bounded efficiently via decoupling for moment curves of degrees ă k (Lemma 3.9). The key is certain transversality as displayed in Lemma 3.5. Lemma 3.9 will allow us to prove Theorem 1.2 in Section 4, by induction on k.
3.1. Asymmetric bilinear decoupling constants. For a dyadic interval I, let UI denote the parallelepiped centered at the origin polar to U I , that is,
It is a parallelepiped of dimension " |I|´1ˆ|I|´2ˆ¨¨¨ˆ|I|´k. Let
This is an L 1 normalized positive bump function adapted to UI .
Definition 3.1. For l P t0, . . . , k´1u, a, b P r0, 1s and δ P p0, 1q, the (asymmetric) bilinear decoupling constant B l,a,b pδq for the moment curve Γ in R k is the smallest constant such that, for all pairs of intervals I P Ppδ a q, I 1 P Ppδ b q with distpI, I 1 q ě 1{4 and all tuples of functions pf J q JPPpI,δqYPpI 1 ,δq with supp x f J Ď U J for all J, the following inequality holds:
(3.1)
Remark 3.2. In the case l " 0, the bilinear decoupling constant B 0,a,b pδq clearly does not depend on a, and in fact, by affine rescaling (2.3), we have
The notation B 0,a,b pδq helps avoid case distinction in (4.1) and thereafter.
Our choice of the left hand side of (3.1) is partly motivated by the following uncertainty principle.
Lemma 3.3 (Uncertainty Principle). For p P r1, 8q and J Ă r0, 1s, we have
Proof. Let ψ be a Schwartz function adapted to UJ such that p ψ " 1 on CU J and´|ψ| « 1. Then g J " g J˚ψ , so
The first application of Lemma 3.3 is that the symmetric bilinear decoupling constants (2.1) can be bounded (rather crudely) by the asymmetric ones (3.1).
Lemma 3.4. For every l P t0, . . . , k´1u, a, b P r0, 1s and δ P p0, 1{4q, we have Proof. Let I, I 1 P Pp1{4q with distpI, I 1 q ě 1{4. Let pf K q KPPpI,δqYPpI 1 ,δq be a tuple of functions with supp x f K Ď U K for all K. By Hölder's inequality, we have
.
By symmetry, it suffices to estimate the first bracket. Assume that l ‰ 0; the case l " 0 is similar, but easier, since the term with power p l disappears. We havê
By Lemma 3.3 and Definition 3.1, we havê
Inserting this into the previous display, and using p l , p k´pl ãÑ 2 , we obtain
Together with a similar estimate for the second factor in (3.5), we obtain the desired estimate.
3.2. Transversality. Let V plq pξq denote the l-th order tangent space to the moment curve Γ at the point ξ, that is,
The main geometric observation that makes our inductive argument work is that the spaces V plq pξ 1 q and V pk´lq pξ 2 q are transverse for any l P t1, . . . , k´1u, as long as ξ 1 ‰ ξ 2 . This transversality is made quantitative in the following result. It follows from the generalized Vandermonde determinant formula in [Kal84, Equation (14)]; we include a proof for completeness.
Lemma 3.5. For any integers 0 ď l ď k and any ξ 1 , ξ 2 P R, we have
Proof. We Taylor expand Γpξ 2 q around ξ 1 : for 1 ď i ď k´l,
We plug this back to the left hand side of (3.6), and obtain an k´l fold sum. If B ji Γ is chosen for the i-th summand, then pj 1 , . . . , j k´l q has to be a permutation of pl`1, . . . , kq in order for the term to be non-zero, in which case the power of ξ 2´ξ1 is k´l ÿ i"1 pj i´i q " ppl`1q`. . .`kq´p1`. . .`pk´lqq " lpk´lq.
Thus the left hand side of (3.6) is equal to c k,l B 1 Γpξ 1 q^¨¨¨^B k Γpξ 1 q |ξ 2´ξ1 | lpk´lq for some constant c k,l ě 0. Setting ξ 1 " 0 and ξ 2 " 1 shows that c k,l ą 0; indeed then the left hand side of (3.6) is`k l˘p ś l i"1 i!qp ś k´l j"1 j!q, as can be seen by column operations and the classical Vandermonde determinant formula. See also [GZ19] , [GZ20] for similar calculations.
3.3. Decoupling for curves with torsion. It is an observation going back to [PS07, Proposition 2.1] that decoupling inequalities for model manifolds self-improve to similar decoupling inequalities for similarly curved manifolds. We need the following version of Theorem 1.2 for more general curves with torsion, which is proved by the argument given in [BD15, Section 7].
Suppose l P N and γ : r0, 1s Ñ R l is a curve such that (3.7) γ C l`1 À 1 and |B 1 γpξq^¨¨¨^B l γpξq| Á 1.
For dyadic intervals J, let U J,γ be the parallelepiped of dimensions |J| 1ˆ¨¨¨ˆ| J| l whose center is γpc J q and sides are parallel to B 1 γpc J q, . . . , B l γpc J q, and let UJ ,γ be polar to U J,γ .
Lemma 3.6. Suppose that Theorem 1.2 is known with k replaced by l. Let γ : r0, 1s Ñ R l be a curve satisfying (3.7). Then for any , C ą 0, any δ P p0, 1q, and any tuple of functions pf J q JPPpδq with supp x f J Ď CU J,γ for all J, the following inequality holds:
Proof. Let pf J q JPPpδq be a tuple of functions with supp x f J Ď CU J,γ for all J. It suffices to show that, for every κ P p0, δ l{pl`1and I P Ppκq, we have (3.9) f I L p l pR l q À κ´ 2 I 1 PPpI,κ pl`1q{l q f I 1 L p l pR l q
where we abbreviated f I 1 :" ř JPPpI 1 ,δq f J for I 1 P PpI, κ pl`1q{l q and similarly for f I . Indeed, if (3.9) is known, then we can use a trivial decoupling inequality to reduce to the case that f J ‰ 0 only if J Ď I for some I P Ppδ pl{pl`1qq A q for a large integer A, and then apply (3.9) A times. This will give (3.8) with power, say, pl{pl`1qq A pl`1q`l in place of . Since A is arbitrary, this concludes the proof. To see that (3.9) holds, observe that, on the interval I, we have γpξq " γpc I q`B 1 γpc I q¨pξ´c I q`¨¨¨`B l γpc I q l!¨p ξ´c I q l loooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon`O pκ l`1 q.
By (3.7), the marked part of the above expression is, up to a uniformly non-singular affine transformation, a moment curve of degree l. For every I 1 P PpI, κ pl`1q{l q, we have supp x f I 1 Ď CU I 1 ,γ , and the parallelepiped U I 1 ,γ is contained in a similar parallelepiped associated to this moment curve, since the shortest side of U I 1 ,γ is pκ pl`1q{l q l Á Opκ l`1 q. Hence, the claim (3.9) follows from a rescaled version of Theorem 1.2; see (2.3) and its proof.
where B H pz, δ´b It follows that (4.6)
A l ě 1 l A k´l`k´l k´l`1 A l´1 , 1 ď l ď k´1.
Summing these inequalities over l " 1, . . . , k´1, we observe that A 1 , . . . , A k´1 cancel out, and we are left with
This shows that the decoupling exponent is η " 0.
Remark 4.3. The fact that all A l with 1 ď l ď k´1 cancel out when we sum the inequalities (4.6) can be more abstractly stated by saying that p1, . . . , 1q is a left eigenvector of the pk´1qˆpk´1q coefficient matriẍ 
where the entry at the position pl, l 1 q is the coefficient of A l 1 on the right-hand side of the l-th inequality in (4.6). We refer to [Hea15] and [GZ20, Section 3.6] for a discussion of the role of such (Perron-Frobenius) eigenvectors in iterative procedures that are used to prove decoupling inequalities.
